Business Continuity Service

ABOUT ALESON ITC— BUSINESS CONTINUITY: DISASTER RECOVERY

We’re a technology consultancy specialising in Microsoft-developed systems and solutions. Our database management experts are highly qualified and use their experience with automation to support client companies and solve their technological challenges. Since 2006, we have offered a trustworthy and results-oriented service, guiding our clients from initial consultations through to day-to-day operations.

WHAT WE OFFER:

By replicating their virtual machines, the DRP Disaster Recovery service provides companies with the compute storage and network capacity available on cloud servers so that workloads can be fully replicated.

This process allows it to work again in a much shorter time than if you had to restore data to a local system or replace it. If your company’s systems are already in the cloud, the process is even easier.

The objective is to always have an updated replica of our information systems such as servers and files in the cloud, so that the damage caused is as little as possible.

Our Customer say:

"Thanks to the implementation of the Disaster Recovery Service we have increased the Security of our company in a simple way"

— Xavier Cabrera, Systems Manager, AR-Hotels
Why choose Microsoft Azure?

Prepare to the Future
Microsoft’s continuous innovation supports your development today and your product vision for tomorrow. Transform your business and applications with a suite of cognitive services. Incorporate into your apps, websites and bots the intelligent algorithms necessary to see, listen, talk, understand and interpret the needs of your users.

Run hybrid Seamlessly
At your location, in the cloud, or somewhere in between — we adapt to your needs. Integrate and manage your environments with tools and services designed for the hybrid cloud. Add cloud-scale and AI-powered security to your on-premises virtual machines and IoT devices.

Build your Terms
You have options. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks, build and deploy how and where you want. Take advantage of integrated environments with built-in support for Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the most popular EDI used by + 15M developers.

Trust in your Cloud
Get security in every aspect, supported by a team of experts and with reliable proactive compliance, used by companies, governments and startups. Your information, empowering your experiences, controlled by you. Our fundamental privacy principle is that you own your information.

Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure is a set of cloud services that helps your organization solve its business challenges. With Azure, your business or organization has the freedom to build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive, global network using your favorite tools and frameworks.
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